INTRODUCTION
The heavy oil has the characteristic of dense thus we should exploit it by a special craft. The SAGD has become a reliable technology to drill it after application and extension for more than 30 years. [1] The prime technical requirement of twinwells' trajectory is a certain vertical interval about 1m and the relative azimuth angle error should control in +-5°. The system of ranging and guiding based on the rotating magnetic field (RMRS) is a guiding system to control the trajectory [2] [3] .
The pioneers has present some algorithms of the system of RMRS, but it has some woefully inadequate shortage in practice. For example. In article [4] [5] , the effective range of the algorithm is truly limited, which is only effective when the test tube is below the magnetic sub [6] [7] . In article [8] , it must have two fluxgate sensors in the system. The effective range of the algorithm has enhanced but limited as well. The writer reconstruct the signal models and propose own opinion. However, the algorithm has a restrict of interval after a deep consideration. This word is aiming at put forwod another algorithm to make the system more perfect.
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II. THE SIGNAL MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
The fluxgate sensors' model can be shown in figure 1 . The writer has reconstruct the signal model in article [9] , just as follows: 
What every symbol's meaning has expressed in article [9] .
III. THE COMPENSATORY ALGORITHM TO WORK OUT RELATIVE POSTURE
The writer put forward an algorithm by the relation of phase difference cospa and cospb. However, we anatomize the equation (7) and (9) . Finding that when Axr's value around 0 or 90, the value of sinAxr and cosAxr is about 0. The equations become a ill conditioned equations, which will invalid to work out the relative position in the space or the value is erratic. Just as Table . 1 shown.
The ideal value of r is 5. 
The subsequent processure is working out the phase difference and the posture. just as article [9] [10] , from which we can work out the relative position of the twinwells.
Programming the algorithm after many parameters has been setted. Analysis the method's effective. The results of this algorithm can ben shown in Table 2 . 
